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UC San Diego’s Department of Music Presents:

May 25, 2017 – 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center
Concert Hall
FIRST HALF

Idyllwild Pines.............................................Varun Rangaswamy
                                      Sherry Zheng, piano

I Know This Girl..............................Alec Hamilton Quartet
Come and Gone..............................Alec Hamilton Quartet
Summertime ......................................Alec Hamilton Quartet
Don’t Want a Doctor............................Alec Hamilton Quartet
                                      Alec Hamilton, piano and vocals
                                      Michael Hayes, drums
                                      Ian Martin, bass

From my Diary........................................Roger Sessions
Emancipation of the 12 Demons.....................Alberto Vargas
                                      Dana Marie Chan, piano

A Narrative for the Lost Ones......................Justin Dingeman
                                      Johnny D’Agostini, trumpet

Theme for Lapis....................................Alberto Vargas
                                      Dana Marie Chan, piano
                                      Natalie Kanga, trumpet
                                      Alberto Vargas, electric bass

Spring: the leaf and the bee......................Varun Rangaswamy
                                      Varun Rangaswamy, bassoon

INTERMISSION

SECOND HALF

James Bond...........................................Chris Gross, Julian Haddad
Fake.................................................Chris Gross, Julian Haddad
Wondering Where You’ve Been...........Chris Gross, Julian Haddad
                                      Chris Gross, saxophone and vocals
                                      Julian Haddad, guitar and vocals
                                      Ian Martin, bass/piano and vocals
                                      Peter McInnis, drums

Introduction, Theme, and Variations.............Giacchino Rossini
                                      Brandon Paulson, clarinet
                                      Dana Marie Chan, piano

ABDDE...........................................Alberto Vargas, Brandon Paulson,
                                      Dana Marie Chan, David Dong, Elliot Han
                                      Alberto Vargas, double bass
                                      Brandon Paulson, clarinet
                                      Dana Marie Chan, piano
                                      David Dong, saxophone
                                      Elliot Han, cello

Lilin and Language Music......................John Zorn, Anthony Braxton
                                      Jonathan Conner Hughes, saxophone
                                      Marc Olsher, double bass
                                      Nicole Yixuan Shao, violin

Polonaise in F-sharp Minor, Op. 44.............Frederic Chopin
                                      Michael Cohn, piano